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Sticky Note
There are errors on BMW's diagram.   Whilst I am guessing, I believe this error came about from the identification of electrical function pin numbers (in accordance with DIN), and confusing these with the actual pin numbers of the electronic ignition module itself.       A.  The module pins are identified by a number, left to right in a configuration of looking at the top of the module, pins facing away from you or towards you; depending on who drew the sketches.  These pins were marked on diagrams as 1 through 7....and in some drawings they may be identified by such as +, -, 0, 15, 31.....    B.  For clarity (?) some sketches had pin numbers placed such that it was easier to draw the module and wiring that way.  Thus, when looking at the sketch, one should NOT necessarily identify any one wire/terminal position as BEING in that ACTUAL PHYSICAL position.    C.  The functions then got confused; and these confused things got carried over into BMW's own diagrams, into Haynes, and into Clymers....all of which had different ideas of how to draw these sketches in the published versions.    D.  Here is the REAL information:Module pin 1 goes to coil pin 1.  Module pin 2 goes to the frame, and may be identified on sketches as terminal 31.  This wire, not another, is BROWN.  Module pin 3 goes to the ignition trigger (canister) and the terminal, or function, or both, may be identified as minus (-).  Module pin 4 goes to terminal 15 on the ignition coil, and then switches and power.  Module pin 5 goes to the ignition trigger (canister), terminal may be identified as plus (+).  Module pin 6 goes                        to the ignition trigger (canister) terminal may be identified as zero (0).  Module pin 7 is usually not used, and if used, is for a tachometer output (that is, to drive the electronic tachometer).  BMW however has connected the tachometer to the coil trigger point from the module...that is pin 1.




